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Consultant Bio

		
oira Garvey helps individuals at all organizational levels
increase performance and amplify their positive impact on their
companies and communities. As Principal Consultant and founding
member, of Jupiter Consulting Group, an international consulting firm,
Moira is dedicated to “Adding Life back into Work.
Moira’s leadership coaching and team performance consultations
leverage her considerable skills and knowledge in areas such as
change management, team dynamics, productivity, and leadership
effectiveness. Grounded in extensive organizational development
experience, her approach integrates the latest methodologies used
to increase performance and personal satisfaction, including the
neuroscience of change, mindfulness, leadership resilience, and
positive psychology.
Over the last 25 years, Moira has successfully led internal teams within
a Fortune 80 company and consulted to numerous small businesses,
nonprofits, and Fortune 500 companies, including Facebook, Dow,
Pepsi, and United Technologies. She coaches clients through the full
spectrum of change management, from creative “what if” thinking
through the practical strategic steps that create lasting results.
Moira develops a trusted partnership with each client, one in which
her blend of analysis, pragmatism, and intuitive insights help them
access unique leadership skills even as they identify blind spots that
may be hindering progress. As clients explore new opportunities and
challenges, they experience renewed energy, creative capacity, and
deeper purpose. Many clients not only achieve unprecedented success
in business—they lead more integrated and satisfying lives.

MOIRA GARVEY, MS

She has a Master’s degree in Organizational Behavior from California
School of Professional Psychology in Berkeley, CA. Her Bachelor’s
degree is from Holy Cross College in Worcester, MA. Moira is a faculty
member for Holy Cross’ Summer Business Program and serves as an
Adviser to the Ciocca Office of Entrepreneurial Studies. In 2012, she
has been invited to speak at the Executive Coaching Conference and
the Women Leadership conferences in New York city sponsored by The
Conference Board.
Moira is actively engaged in her local community, particularly in the
area of urban education. She regularly seeks out wide-open spaces,
from mountaintops to ocean shores, and finds expansion in music,
reading, meditation, and tennis. She relishes time with her husband
and two daughters, who bring necessary levity to her life.
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